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Background

Forensic biological mixtures pose growing issues with genotype assignment for identification purposes. Today, the state-of-the-art for complex DNA profiles analysis is represented by statistical assessment. DEPArray™

technology, a digital cell sorter with single-cell resolution, has been reported to resolve forensic mixtures through the precise separation of pure cells from admixed biological fluids.

Here we characterize the performance of standard forensic analysis methods on 100%-pure DEPArray™-isolated cells.

Methods
Aliquots of semen, saliva and blood from multiple donors (n=6), were adsorbed on swabs; sperm (SCs),

epithelial (ECs) and white blood cells (WBCs) were then reconstituted in suspension and stained with cell-

specific markers along with nuclear staining. Groups of exactly 10 (WBCs n=3, ECs n=3, SCs n=2) or 20

cells (WBCs n=4, ECs n=4, SCs n=3) were isolated using DEPArray™ system (Fig.2), and lysed with a single-

tube method (DEPArray™ LysePrep Kit, Menarini Silicon Biosystems). In order to assess DEPArray™

recovered cells proficiency to meet standards of robustness and reproducibility required in human

identification testing, the 10 cells-pools were directly amplified with AmplFlSTR®NGM Select (Applied

Biosystems); the 20-cells recoveries were divided into two twin aliquots to run genotyping technical

replicates or genotyping and quantitation from the same pool of cells. Correspondent gDNA serial

dilutions (in water or lysis mix) were processed in parallel for each donor. For all genetic profiles obtained,

completeness and concordance with respect to reference profiles were calculated and statistically

compared to assess the robustness and the reproducibility of the genotyping method.

Additionally, from each fluid, recoveries of 5, 10, 41 and 83 cells were quantified using the Plexor® HY

System (Promega), along with equivalent quantities of gDNA obtained through serial dilutions (Fig.1).

Genomic DNA was diluted both in water and DEPArray™ LysePrep lysis mix (with the addition of DTT in

case of DNA extracted from semen) as to exclude lysis buffer inhibitory effects on quantitation assays. For

each cell lysate the DNA content was calculated as the measured concentration multiplied by the lysate

volume; the obtained DNA content was then compared to the expected cell content (6,6pg x number of

cells for diploid cells, 3,3pg x number of cells for haploid cells).

Results
On average, genotyping of 10-cells recoveries showed 93.8% profile completeness and 97.9%

concordance (Fig.3); twin aliquots obtained from the 20-cells pools showed 94.6% and 99.4%,

respectively (Fig.4).

No statistically significant differences were found when comparing genotyping results obtained by

precise numbers of recovered cells and corresponding gDNA dilutions, both in water and lysis mix.

Conclusions
The robustness of DNA profiling obtained from DEPArray™ isolated cells has been established through the comparison with results obtained from equivalent amounts of gDNA. Highly concordant and complete profiles

were obtained from as little as 10 cells, regardless of the corresponding ploidy. Genotyping replicates and genotyping and quantitation from aliquots of a same cell recovery have shown to enable reproducible results with

standard molecular methods.

No significant differences were found comparing quantitation results from DEPArray™ recovered cells with both the expected DNA content and the quantitation obtained from correspondent serial dilutions,

demonstrating that, as the input number of recovered cells is known, DEPArray™ workflow could confidently skip quantitation, and use the number of cells into account when performing STR amplification.

Moreover, DEPArray™ LysePrep lysis reagents showed no inhibitory effect on both genotyping and quantitation assays, proving to be an alternative lysis method, compatible with downstream genetic analysis.

In conclusion, DEPArray™ isolated cells represent a suitable input for standard human identification analysis. Robustness and reproducibility requirements are guaranteed, providing highly complete and concordant

profiles from as little as 10 pure cells.

Fig.2 DEPArray™ cell images. An example of pure single cells is shown for the three cell populations (ECs, SCs and WBCs), 20x

magnification. Cytokeratin-FITC positive epithelial cells (CK-FITC+) (top), Sperm Head-specific Antigen-APC positive sperm cells (SHA-

APC+) (middle) and CD45-PE positive white blood cells (CD45-PE+) (bottom) were identified by means of DEPArray™ system and

recovered. On the left cell images are shown in grayscale across the fluorescence channels (FITC, APC, PE, DAPI) along with BF for a

further evaluation of cell morphology; on the right, the same images are shown in overlays of false colors. Electrodes (pitch of 20

µm) may be used as a reference for cell dimension.
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Fig.1 Experimental workflow overview. Forensic mock samples absorbed on Copan 4N6 FLOQSwabs® genetics swabs (saliva, blood and semen) were recovered into cells suspension and labeled with fluorescent markers (DEPArray™ Forensic Sample Prep Kit). The labeled cells

were then loaded into the DEPArray™ system, an image-based dielectrophoretic cell sorting technology enabling the recovery of pure single or pooled cells from populations exhibiting the desired fluorescence patterns and morphological characteristics. Epithelial cells (ECs),

sperm cells (SCs) and white blood cells (WBCs) were recovered in pools of variable number and lysed with a single tube method (DEPArray™ LysePrep Kit) before undergoing downstream genetic analysis. In particular, 10 cell-pools were used to generate genetic profiles along

with the correspondent equivalent quantities of gDNA obtained through serial dilution (e.g. 66 pg for ECs and WBCs, 33 pg for SCs because od the different ploidy) (a.); 20 cell-pools were split into twin aliquots and used either to run genotyping and quantitation or genotyping

replicates from the same cell lysate (b. and c.). In addition, scalar pools of 5, 10, 41 and 83 cells were recovered for quantitation analysis in comparison with equivalent quantities of gDNA (d.).

Fig.3 Genetic profiles obtained from a 10 sperm cell pool and equivalent amount of gDNA (33pg). An example of an AmpFlSTR®

NGM Select™ amplification of a DEPArray™-isolated pool of precisely 10 sperm cells compared to its equivalent quantity of gDNA

obtained by serial dilution (in water). Both profiles show 100% concordance, 83,3% and 80% completeness, respectively.

Dashed squares indicate drop out alleles (with respect to reference profile).

Fig.4 Genetic profiles obtained from 20 WBC-lysate twin aliquots and aliquots of equivalent amount of gDNA. An example of an

AmpFlSTR® NGM Select™ amplification of equal splits of a 20 cell recovery lysate (a.) and equivalent quantity of gDNA (132 pg)

diluted in water (b,), showing 100% concordant and complete profiles.

paired t-test Pearson correlation test

Data set comparison p-value R2 p-value

gDNA dilutions in water vs gDNA dilutions in lysis mix

water - lysis mix/DTT 0,546 0,963 0,019

water - lysis mix 0,489 0,998 0,001

Expected vs observed cell DNA content

Sperm Cells 0,608 0,946 0,005

Epithelial Cells 0,376 0,881 0,018

White Blood Cells 0,648 0,947 0,005

Cell recoveries vs gDNA dilutions in lysis mix

Sperm Cells - gDNA in lysis mix mix/DTT 0,290 0,940 0,031

Epithelial Cells - gDNA in lysis mix 0,225 0,907 0,048

White Blood Cells - gDNA in lysis mix 0,455 0,930 0,035

Split A: quantitation Split B: genotyping

Cell type Cell ploidy Expected DNA 

content [pg]

Observed 

DNA content 

[pg]

Profile 

completeness

Profile concordance

20 cell-lysate twin aliquots (10 cell-equivalent)

Sperm Cells H 33.0 39.6 90.9% 90.9%

Epithelial Cells D 66.0 101.7 63.0% 100.0%

White Blood 

Cells
D 66.0 58.4 96.8% 96.8%

Genotyping and quantitation results from twin aliquots of the same 20 cell-pool lysates (virtually

corresponding to 10 cells), provided coherent data with respect to the expected (Tab.1). A discrepancy

observed can reasonably by explained because of biases introduced by pipetting when preparing the

twin aliquots.

Tab.1 Plexor HY® system real-time PCR quantitation and AmpFlSTR® NGM Select™ amplification from the same DEPArray™ pool

recovery split into two distinct aliquots.

H=haploid; D= diploid.

No significant differences were found when comparing quantitation data from the DEPArray™ recovered

cells with both the expected DNA content per cell number and the quantity measured from

correspondent gDNA serial dilutions. Furthermore, all data showed significant linear correlation (Tab.2).
Tab.2 Statistical analysis of Plexor HY® system quantitation results from pools of cells (5, 10, 41, 83) and correspondent gDNA

dilutions. Two-tailed paired t-test and Pearson’s correlation test were applied to this data set. P-values <0,05 were considered

statistically significant.
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